Becca Scheuer
- Three FBF in common
- Pennsylvania
- Equestrian

Anne McCarty
- 2 FBF
- Greensboro, NC
- Bridesmaid for brother
  - Sept 2011
- Political Donor?

??? Who Are You ???

Cliff Goodwin
- 7 FBF
- C is for Crunk?
  - http://web.duke.edu/froshlife/movies/movies06/06_Southgate_ref.mov
What's the biggest opportunity for positive change in America right now? We are the people who won the Second World War and saved the world. We went to the moon. We gave the world the cell phone and Bruce Springsteen. There's no telling what we can accomplish.

The only thing we have to fear is... There's so little time, and so much to do. The challenges are great — I'm afraid we've to be less about ourselves and more about our country. This would be a good time for serious people to get serious about the work before us.